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		“Part John le Carré and more parts Michael Crichton . . . spellbinding.” –The New Yorker

		

		From The New York Times cybersecurity reporter Nicole Perlroth, the untold story of the cyberweapons market-the most secretive, invisible, government-backed market on earth-and a terrifying first look at a new kind of global warfare.

		

		Zero day: a software bug that allows a hacker to break into your devices and move around undetected. One of the most coveted tools in a spy's arsenal, a zero day has the power to silently spy on your iPhone, dismantle the safety controls at a chemical plant, alter an election, and shut down the electric grid (just ask Ukraine).

		

		For decades, under cover of classification levels and non-disclosure agreements, the United States government became the world's dominant hoarder of zero days. U.S. government agents paid top dollar-first thousands, and later millions of dollars- to hackers willing to sell their lock-picking code and their silence.

		

		Then the United States lost control of its hoard and the market.

		

		Now those zero days are in the hands of hostile nations and mercenaries who do not care if your vote goes missing, your clean water is contaminated, or our nuclear plants melt down.

		

		Filled with spies, hackers, arms dealers, and a few unsung heroes, written like a thriller and a reference, This Is How They Tell Me the World Ends is an astonishing feat of journalism. Based on years of reporting and hundreds of interviews, The New York Times reporter Nicole Perlroth lifts the curtain on a market in shadow, revealing the urgent threat faced by us all if we cannot bring the global cyber arms race to heel.
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Stability and Chaos in Celestial Mechanics (Springer Praxis Books / Astronomy and Planetary Sciences)Springer, 2009

	Alessandra Celletti’s proposed book presents classical celestial mechanics and its interplay with dynamical systems in a way that would be suitable for advance level undergraduate students as well as postgraduate students and researchers. First she uses paradigmatic models, such as the logistic map or the standard map, to introduce the...
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Up and Running with Joomla, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2009

	Need to launch a feature-rich website quickly where you have one or more people authoring the content? Want to use a powerful, robust, and scalable Content Management System (CMS) you can trust? This Short Cut will get you up and running with Joomla 1.5, a freely available open source CMS. Learn how to install, configure, customize, and...
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More Eric Meyer on CSSNew Riders Publishing, 2004

	More Valuable CSS Projects from the Master-Eric Meyer!


	Just like its predecessor, this book takes a hands-on approach to teaching CSS. Through ten all new projects, Eric Meyer continues to instruct CSS devotees on how to make CSS work to solve their design challenges. Projects include converting and...
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CCSP: Securing Cisco IOS Networks Study Guide (642-501)Sybex, 2003
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 642-501, Securing Cisco IOS     Networks (SECUR). This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of every SECUR exam objective     
	Practical     information on Cisco security solutions     
	Hundreds of challenging practice...
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Games That Sell! (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2003
Analyzes successful games and translates this unique analysis into a book that details the do's and don'ts of effective game development and marketing. 

       About the Author
 Mark H. Walker is a veteran journalist, writer, and game designer. He has written more than 40 books about computer gaming, including Video...
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Word 2013 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	This bestselling guide to Microsoft Word is the first and last word on Word 2013


	It's a whole new Word, so jump right into this book and learn how to make the most of it. Bestselling For Dummies author Dan Gookin puts his usual fun and friendly candor back to work to show you how to navigate the new features of...
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